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Magnet Pendant Insta360 GO 3

Insta360 magnetic pendant for GO 3
This  accessory  is  ideal  for  anyone who appreciates  high  quality  first-person  footage.  Equipped with  a  sturdy  magnet,  it  allows  you  to
attach the GO3 camera at chest height, providing the desired image stabilization in any situation. Free your hands and create perfect
shots from your own point of view! Handling and storing the pendant will not cause you any problem.
 
A clever solution for the demanding
The Insta360 magnetic pendant was created from high-quality, robust materials, making it reliable for first-person footage. Simply hang
it around your neck, tuck the magnetic part under your clothes and attach your camera to your shirt on the outside. The smooth and soft
silicone on the back panel is skin-friendly, so you don't have to worry about irritation, while the powerful magnet guarantees a secure
hold on your camera, so you can be sure you won't lose it!
 
Angle adjustment insert
Included with the pendant you'll find a special angle adjustment insert that will allow you to easily get the frame you want. A bike trip,
mountain climbing, or maybe a romantic walk by the sea? Use the pendant and create extraordinary footage at its best!
 
Included
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Pendant with magnet
Angle adjustment insert
	Manufacturer
	Insta360
	Model
	CINSBBKE
	Weight
	Pendant 32.7 g; insert 14.2 g
	Adjustment range
	50 - 80 cm 
	Material
	Pendant: silicone, plastic, magnet; insert: silicone, metal
	Compatibility
	GO 3

Preço:

Antes: € 19.4955

Agora: € 19.00
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